ENGEL duo

ready for compact flexibility

be the first.

The bigger the requirements, the more sophisticated the solution. The ENGEL duo is compatible
with any one of your concepts. Thanks to its extremely flexible layout and its compact dimensions, any machine of the ENGEL duo series will fit in perfectly with your production. No matter
whether you are manufacturing large-volume parts, highly complex parts for the automotive
industry or components of high-tech products with a perfect surface: The ENGEL duo is always
ready for compact flexibility.
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More power on less space: The ENGEL duo stands out with its sophisticated, compact machine concept.
two-platen technology, the perfectly designed variable injection unit and the flexible drive design allow
generation of ENGEL control units, you can look forward to perfect results: to particularly quick, safe and

It allows you to manufacture even parts with highest shot weights on a minimum footprint. Its proven
for a swift sequence of all processes. Thanks to the fast and failure-free operating using the CC300, the newest
energy-efficient manufacturing, as well as excellent part quality.

ENGEL duo injection unit

ENGEL duo clamping unit
• two rigid cast iron plates
• tie-bars without contact with the moving platen and with
short-stroke pressure pads
• excellent platen parallelism
• the fastest two-platen machine
• high energy efficiency
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•
•
•
•
•

short design, two parallel hydraulic injection cylinders
efficient screw drive
drive with increased efficiency
optimum guidance
countless combinations available in the standard configuration
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ENGEL duo clamping unit

compact, flexible, fast, energy-efficient

short stroke cylinder
high clamping force
rapid pressure build-up time		
improved energy balance

tie-bars without contact with the moving platen
excellent mould protection
zero friction
clean mould area
tried and trusted system

two rigid cast iron plates
excellent rigidity
fastest dry cycle times
easy access to ejector

linear or sliding guide
perfect platen support
precise mould guidance & platen parallelism
energy-efficient mould movement

synchronised locking
quick & precise
short locking time
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You need a flexible production cell with minimum space requirements: The ENGEL duo with its
individually configured two-platen clamping unit is the proven solution. Its compact design
with a stable, low-friction platen guidance on carriages ensures optimum platen parallelism and sensitive mould protection. This guarantees a high level of operational safety
and perfect part quality.

Flexible machine layout
The ideal machine for any task: The ENGEL duo is designed to enable optimum guidance of all
media supply lines within the clamping unit, especially towards the moving platen. This ensures
maximum flexibility in configuring, re-adapting or expanding your production cell.

Improved clamping force
Whether 3500 or 55000 kN: Thanks to a narrow graduation of clamping unit sizes, the ENGEL
duo series allows you to choose exactly the machine type, which will deliver optimum results. The
clamping unit ensures an effective and quick clamping force build-up with four short pressure pads.
The clamping force optimisation and wide platen options enable smart and cost-efficient manufacturing of larger parts.

Trouble-free production
Fast movements and positive locking - extremely short dry cycle times: The ENGEL duo employs a
synchronously controlled, maintenance-free locking which reaches particularly quickly and precisely
into the tie-bars’ ring groove. Since the tie-bars have no contact with the moving platen, there is no
friction and this saves energy with every movement.

Maximum cost effectivene
The ENGEL duo impresses with its energy-efficient, sustainable design. For example, it minimises
pressure levels during movements by means of a smart hydraulic drive system. Furthermore, the
moving platen is optimally supported and guided on carriages. The result: improved precision guiding even with heavy moulds, minimum mould wear and perfect mould protection, enabling you to
keep your maintenance costs low at all times.
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ENGEL duo injection unit

Compact, precise, energy-efficient

compact design
low footprint
piggyback arrangement for multi-colour and
multi-component applications

short set-up times
optimum accessibility of injection moulding area
fast barrel changes
pivoting injection unit (optional)

high-performance drive technology
high level of efficiency
excellent acceleration of movements
flexible selection, optimised for your requirements
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Compact size - more room for your ideas: For multi-colour or multi-component applications,
the ENGEL duo allows to arrange several injection units next to each other or on top of each
other. The smart, variable concept of the ENGEL duo injection unit enables a flexible adaptation to your needs and precise and energy-efficient manufacturing at all times.

Flexible drive
Higher efficiency thanks to the perfect drive: Therefore, according to the ENGEL duo‘s standardised, variable motor concept, the drive is chosen to comply with the machine size. This guarantees
you constantly short dry cycle times - independent from the injection unit size. The proven dualcycle hydraulic system with integrated pressure and volume control enables parallel operation of all
secondary movements.

Low-noise production
Even large production cells can work quietly: The Lambda-Quarter-damper makes the ENGEL duo
injection unit particularly quiet and provides for high levels of availability. Additionally, traditional pipes
are replaced with hoses and insulating mats in order to further reduce noise levels.

Proven plasticising system
Good melt and dying quality even with high material throughputs and plasticising rates: ENGEL
always offers the ideal plasticising system for the efficient and economical processing of various
plastics. State-of-the-art calculation and flow simulation programmes aid the constant improvement
of screws and check valve to give you a clear competitive edge in any kind of application.

Ideal accessibility
An optimised machine layout: The ENGEL duo is perfectly tailored to the requirements of everyday
production. The covers of the drive unit can be removed easily and therefore facilitate the accessibility to pumps e.g. when performing maintenance works.
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ENGEL duo drive technology

hydraulic, flexible, quiet, energy-efficient

perfect sound insulation

intelligent production

Lambda-Quarter-damper
encapsulated motor pump assembly
flexible hoses replace conventional pipes

high, drive performance installed
options easily retrofitted
service-friendly machine concept

adjustable power control

combinable modules

modular motor pump unit with volume pressure control
using maximum motor power at highest speeds

plasticising injection units with drive performance between 45 and 550 kW
motor pump combination units complete with hydraulic switching elements selectable
variants with increased drive performance
concepts for best precision

economical consumption

ENGEL ecodrive (plus*)

efficient energy-saving hydraulics
adjustment of pump pressure
consumer pressure dependent oil volume flow
flexible control of pump capacity

excellent energy efficiency
substantially lower cooling water requirements
extremely low noise level
working point optimisation for best energy efficiency factor
* electric screw drive (optional)
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The Options
A trouble-free and safe production requires perfect support. How convenient that everything
required can be obtained from a single source: With ENGEL‘s perfectly designed options.
This allows you to keep set-up, service and maintenance of your manufacturing unit as well
as manufacturing logistics perfectly under control. And well-targeted energy management of
your machine offers further opportunities to reduce costs.

ENGEL mould parallelism test

ENGEL tie-bar retraction device
Over-sized moulds and low ceiling heights: The ENGEL tie-bar retraction device enables overhead
mould change of even large moulds quickly (in as little as 45 seconds) and without removing core
cylinders and slides. This device automatically retracts one of the upper tie-bars – within the machine footprint – in direction of the injection unit, saving space by doing so. After setting the mould
the tie-bar is quickly retracted into position for production.

ENGEL lifting platforms
For more safety and convenience: ENGEL lifting platforms facilitate set-up and repairs in the mould
area of injection moulding machines, and offer additional safety. Their lifting mechanism and the
pneumatically extendable side tables can be controlled easily and safely via a hand control device.

ENGEL service platforms
Maintenance and service made easy: Thanks to their variable stairway, ENGEL service platforms
enable best possible access to the injection unit. This way, work in this area, such as material feeding or barrel change can be carried out safely and conveniently.
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The perfect software for optimum process quality: The ENGEL mould parallelism test determines
the exact position of all four tie-bars under clamping force as well as during injection. The position
measurement is carried out by means of high-resolution stroke transducers and is able to recognise
and display deviations as small as 50µm. This allows you to compare dimensions and carry out
process-compliant optimisations of the clamping force on this basis.

ENGEL famox
Ready for action in just a few sections: ENGEL famox helps you to reduce set-up times and thus
increase plant productivity. Apart from high mould changing speeds, it impresses with its integrated
mould preheating station, the standardised multi-coupling for media lines, and the robust, permanently available direct roller drives. This smart mould changing system is connected via an interface
to the new ENGEL CC 300 machine control unit and therefore enables the simultaneous exchange
of all mould and machine parameters.

ENGEL ecobalance
The intelligent power management software for the entire plant: ENGEL ecobalance eliminates energy peaks in a targeted manner. During the machine‘s warm-up phase the system ensures that
available energy is used entirely for heating and only excess energy reserves are used to preheat oil
in the drive unit. If the energy limit is exceeded during production, the capacity of the barrel heating
unit is cleverly distributed or, if necessary, temporarily reduced.

Sophisticated, compact machine concepts

Whether large-scale parts, demanding components for the automotive industry of hightech products with perfect surfaces: The ENGEL duo fits in nicely with your production,
thanks to its flexible, modular machine layout and its compact outer dimensions.

from 3500 kN to 55,000 kN

Subject to change!
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ENGEL duo 350
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ENGEL duo 400
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ENGEL duo 1300

13.000
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ENGEL duo 1500
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1.650

ENGEL duo 1700

17.000

1.900

ENGEL duo 2000

20.000

2.200

ENGEL duo 2300

23.000

2.500

ENGEL duo 2700

27.000

3.000

ENGEL duo 3200

32.000

3.500

ENGEL duo 4000

40.000

4.400

ENGEL duo 5500

55.000

6.000
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5550
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ENGEL duo WPX

kN US tons

160

160 170
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80
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180 190

3550
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80

55050
200

4550
90

80

190 200

75050
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5550

90 105 80 90
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135

120 135
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kN US tons

ENGEL duo 600

6.000

610

ENGEL duo 500

6.000

610

ENGEL duo 700

7.000

770

ENGEL duo 700

7.000

770

ENGEL duo 900

9.000

1.000

ENGEL duo 900

9.000

1.000

ENGEL duo 1100

11.000

1.250

ENGEL duo 1100 11.000

1.250

ENGEL duo 1500

15.000

1.650

ENGEL duo 1700

17.000

1.900
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135 150

35050
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ENGEL e-duo

all-electric

In case the production of parts calls for extremely high precision: The ENGEL e-duo combines
the power and flexibility of our successful two-platen large-scale machine with the utmost
precision and energy efficiency of our proven electric drive technology. Apart from the clamping
force-build-up, the ENGEL e-duo’s drive axles are all-electric. This way you can manufacture
especially parts with long flow paths in a manner to satisfy your demands for quality and cost
efficiency.

•

compact manufacturing cell

•

tried and tested two-platen concept

•

precision independant of media (e.g. oil)

•

perfect reproducibility

•

superior energy efficiency

•

flexible mould fixing area

•

high injection performance

•

smooth linear guidance
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ENGEL e-duo

all-electric

Efficient manufacturing
The ENGEL e-duo stands for maximum efficiency: Its small size saves space and its intelligent drive
concept saves energy. Since all important components are servoelectric, the e-duo can reduce its
energy consumption by up to 50% compared to a standard ENGEL duo. Furthermore, this machine
uses less hydraulic oil & cooling water and requires low maintenance costs.

High productivity
More dynamics for precise, large parts: The ENGEL e-duo is extremely fast. The desired performance is achieved thanks to an injection speed of up to 450 mm/s, very fast clamping unit movements,
and an integrated servo-hydraulic system for parallel operation of the core pulls.

Precise quality
No matter whether high clamping forces or high injection performances are required: The ENGEL
e-duo always delivers an incomparably precise result in demanding applications. Its perfect platen
parallelism, its intelligent contact force system with exactly adjustable contact force and nozzle
movement, as well as the force introduction via two symmetrically arranged spindles open up new
dimensions in high-sensitive manufacturing of large premium parts.
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ENGEL v-duo
The future of the automotive industry lies in lightweight construction: The newly developed
ENGEL v-duo is ideally equipped for this purpose. This vertical large-scale machine is a highly
sensitive power house, which delivers extremely precise results, especially with fibre composite applications and high cavity pressure processes. What makes it so extraordinary: many
individual equipment options, high energy efficiency and compact size - perfect if you
want to use existing shop floor structures.

•

compact, lightweight manufacturing cell

•

tried and tested two-platen concept

•

perfect precision & reproducibility

•

high energy efficiency

•

superior accessibility

•

short cycle times

•

flexible manufacturing layout
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ENGEL v-duo

Space-saving precision
Low height, low weight, low footprint: The ENGEL v-duo is the compact large-scale machine for
manufacturing high-precision parts which are both large-scale and lightweight. It uses the advantages
of gravity and therefore facilitates e.g. inserting reinforcing elements, such as organic sheets or
tapes. But also for HP-RTM processes the ENGEL v-duo is the perfect, flexible production unit.

Highest stiffness
More than a conventional vertical press: The machine is designed to guarantee optimum platen
parallelism and maximum platen stiffness. The result: The wall thickness of the produced parts
precisely fulfil the requirements.

Versatile manufacturing cell
Superior access and a high level of operating safety make the ENGEL v-duo perfect for any kind
of automation. Whether sliding table, specialised equipment for reaction technologies or fully
automated systems: It can be adapted exactly to your specific manufacturing needs any tim.

High efficiency
Efficiency is standard for the ENGEL v-duo: e.g. by employing our energy-saving option ENGEL
ecodrive and dispensing with traditional hydraulic accumulators as a factory standard. Platen
parallelism control for pre-compression processes ensure a precise manufacturing at high
compression speed.
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ENGEL technologies

combimelt - different materials combined with competence | coinjection - mastering cost & quality optimisainjection moulding for large, crystal-clear parts | foammelt (MuCell®) – precise lightweight parts made of micle manufacturing | foilmelt - smart surfaces & additional features thanks to foils | clearmelt - scratch-resist- top-quality optical moulded parts | x-melt - highly efficient manufacturing of precise micro & thin wall parts |
varysoft®- extremely comfortable interior parts for the automotive industry | PVC - economic production with
technology with duromer systems | variomelt - optimised surfaces thanks to targeted temperature control
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Wherever plastics are used nowadays: The right ENGEL technology refines any raw material
and adds specific characteristics, depending on the desired application. The ENGEL duo and
our know how as world market leader in injection moulding makes PU, polyester, silicone and
others fit for your innovative ideas. Therefore, we are constantly working to develop new technologies together with you. So you can rely on efficient manufacturing, perfect surfaces
and smart material combinations and therefore save weight and cost.

tion | coinmelt - injection compression moulding process for special requirements | glazemelt - combination
crofoam structures | dolphin - soft-touch surfaces for multi-component parts | tecomelt - perfect trims for vehiant premium surfaces with visual depth | gasmelt/watermelt - specific hollows & less material | optimelt
organomelt - lightweight plastic components as strong as steel | LIM - flexible processing of liquid silicone |
reliable quality | Duroplast BMC - thermoset processing to the highest standards | HP-RTM - fibre-composite
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ENGEL combimelt

Combine different materials with competence: With
more than 4000 combimelt machine solutions
implemented, ENGEL takes the lead in multiplecomponent injection moulding. With ENGEL combimelt
you can use injection moulding to manufacture innovative
moulded parts from different materials in a single
step. The standardised clamping unit is complemented
with a modular system of the injection unit. Up to
six injection units can be actuated simultaneously or
sequentially and therefore enable a space- and energysaving machine solution and short cycle times.

Superior characteristics, great colour
combinations, additional functions
•

combination of hard and soft materials

•

multi-colour combinations

•

car rear lights

•

coinjection
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ENGEL combimelt

several injection units in standard combination & highly complex combined solutions

Injection unit V

200

330 650

750 1050

Injection unit H

210

600 1000

1300 1700

2000 2500

Aggregat V

3500 4500

7000 11000

16000 - 35000 105000
23000
45000

Aggregat H

ENGEL duo 350-400

ENGEL duo 350-400

160

400

450

ENGEL duo 450-500

ENGEL duo 450-500

160

400

450

520

ENGEL duo 550-600

ENGEL duo 550-600

160

400

450

520

650

ENGEL duo 650-700

ENGEL duo 650-700

160

400

450

520

650

ENGEL duo 800-900

ENGEL duo 800-900

400

450

520

650

750

ENGEL duo 1000-1100

ENGEL duo 1000-1100

400

450

520

650

750

ENGEL duo 1300-1500

ENGEL duo 1300-1500

450

520

650

750

900

ENGEL duo 1700

ENGEL duo 1700

520

650

750

900

ENGEL duo 2000-2300

ENGEL duo 2000-2300

520

650

750

900

ENGEL duo 2700

ENGEL duo 2700

750

900

1100

ENGEL duo 3200

750

ENGEL duo 3200

H/V arrangement | full flexibility with
up to six injection units

ENGEL duo 4000
ENGEL duo 5500

Injection unit L

200

330 650

750 1050

1350 1800

2050 2550

900

1100

ENGEL duo 4000

900

1100

1000

ENGEL duo 5500

900

1100

1000

3550 5550

H/H arrangement | with particularly low nozzle distance

Aggregat L
ENGEL duo 350-400
ENGEL duo 450-500
ENGEL duo 550-600
ENGEL duo 650-700

Injection unit M

ENGEL duo 800-900

200

330 650

750 1050

ENGEL duo 1300-1500

ENGEL duo 350-400

ENGEL duo 1700

ENGEL duo 450-500

ENGEL duo 2000-2300

ENGEL duo 550-600

ENGEL duo 2700

ENGEL duo 650-700

ENGEL duo 3200

ENGEL duo 800-900

H/L arrangement | for special
applications

ENGEL duo 4000
ENGEL duo 5500

Aggregat H

2050 2550

3550 5550

7050 11050

16050 23050

Aggregat M

ENGEL duo 1000-1100

Injection unit W

1350 1800

200

330 650

750 1050

1350 1800

2050 2550

ENGEL duo 1000-1100
ENGEL duo 1300-1500
ENGEL duo 1700
ENGEL duo 2000-2300

3550 5550

ENGEL duo 2700
ENGEL duo 3200

Aggregat W

750-1050

ENGEL duo 4000

1350-1800

ENGEL duo 5500

2050-2550
3550-5550

Injection unit on the moving mould mounting platen

7050-11050

Injection unit guided on clamping base

16050-23050
35050-45050
55050
75050-100050
130050
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H/W arrangement | for particularly
space-saving manufacturing

H/M arrangement | ENGEL Combi-M with rotary table on
a horizontal rotation plane for large-scale components on
2C-machines
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ENGEL training
To make sure you and your staff are always up-to-date, we offer individualised training programmes
at our training centres all over the world - programmes that are efficient, target-focused and practical.
The ENGEL e-trainer shows you how to prepare machine settings away from the production environment and precisely simulate operation of control units. The same seminar can be performed live
using ENGEL e-trainers at your production facility. Alternatively, you and your staff can stay to date
with developments via the online ENGEL e-learning platform.

ENGEL e-factory 2
Monitor production processes simply and in real time: with the comprehensive ENGEL
e-factory software solution, production data from your injection moulding machines are at your finger
tips. This enables you to optimise capacity utilisation and productivity at any time, and to respond
rapidly whenever things are less than perfect. Uninterrupted recording and long-term storage of all
relevant process parameters, provided by ENGEL e-factory, allows you to meet your documentation
obligation to clients.

ENGEL e-service.24
Generally, things run smoothly in production facilities – but when something goes wrong, we
offer remote maintenance and hotline support around the clock with ENGEL e-service.24.
Around the world, 300 service engineers will help you identify the fault quickly by means of
remote visualisation and get things back under control – at any time. If you wish, the system can
also inform us via SMS or email of process statuses or faults that arise.

Plastics processing presents you with a challenge that is constantly changing – throughout the
lifetime of your machines. We are therefore ready to support you with our wealth of expertise and
ENGEL plus service range, This is a global on-site support with high-quality retrofitting
and optimisation tools (available at all times), as well as a comprehensive, professional range
of training options.
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ENGEL priority-parts
When you need replacement parts to rectify a problem with a machine, we respond fast. Because
we understand time is money, ENGEL maintains over 70 networked logistics centres around the
world. The fastest possible, cost-optimised delivery of spares is thus assured – around the clock,
seven days a week. Needless to say, we also guarantee that even years after the discontinuation
of a machine series, you will still be able to acquire original parts (and later versions) from ENGEL.
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